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Abstract: In 1994, Jonathan Grudin wrote his famous paper

Eight Challenges for Groupware Developers; The question

is whether these challenges still persist, or have we moved

on here 30 years later? We revisit the challenges empiri-

cally through ethnographic observations in two companies

examining their work practices, organizational structure,

and cooperative setups concerning their use of groupware

technologies. Today, groupware is seamlessly integrated

into organizations, considered essential infrastructure that

becomes part of the daily work routine. Contextualizing the

original challenges proposed by Grudin, we categorize them

into cooperative challenges, social challenges, and organi-

zational challenges, and refine their phrasings to reflect

present and future considerations faced by developers of

groupware technologies. While the main arguments of the

social and organizational challenges remain consistent, we

rephrase the cooperative challenges as emergent exception

handling and exaggerated accessibility to reflect the emerg-

ing characteristics associated with the ubiquity and seam-

less integration of groupware.

Keywords: cooperative technologies; groupware; future

work; cooperative work; distributed work; hybrid work

1 Introduction

In 1994, Jonathan Grudin proposed eight challenges for

developers of groupware technologies [1]. Today, three

decades later, groupware technology has gone through a

huge development – from the 1990s when we discussed
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email and electronic calendars as new types of group-

ware technologies that potentially could have a dramatic

impact on organizational practices, to 2020 where video-

conferencing technologies and the ability to work from

home using Internet and groupware technology to get us

through the pandemic. The technologies designed to sup-

port cooperative engagements within and across organiza-

tionswere adopted at a rapid pace during the COVID-19 pan-

demic where worldwide lockdowns forced millions of peo-

ple to work from home. When the regulations were lifted,

people returned to their offices, however, this transition

has not been without difficulties [2–4]. The post-pandemic

has not been a simple return to the “pre-pandemic status

quo”, instead, the new situation has initiated discussions

and negotiations within organizations about “the nature

of the workplace”, and what is desirable and efficient for

different organizationalmembers [5–10]. The changing per-

spectives on work and persistent demands from organiza-

tional members for flexible work conditions with remote

opportunities [11–14] have created a work environment

where people are partially distributed, and working from

different locations has become the norm rather than the

exception. The term hybrid work has become popularized

to describe the work model where some employees work

from home, while others are physically located at the office

[15, 16]. Hybrid work introduces new challenges for cooper-

ative work [15–18] also impacting the design challenges for

cooperative technologies [19–21]. Therefore, it is relevant

to consider, which challenges are prominent for developing

CSCW systems for work environments today – as well as

for the future [8, 22–24]. With such dramatic changes, the

fundamental question remains as to whether the eight chal-

lenges proposed by Grudin in 1994 still stand, or whether

we need to re-consider these challenges three decades

later.

In this paper, we ask the research question: What

are the challenges for developers of groupware technologies

in 2024? To answer the research question, we revisit the

challenges identified by Grudin three decades ago [1] and

interrogate these challenges in the empirical perspectives

from ethnographic studies of hybrid office work today. We

report from two empirical studies conducted in 2023 at two
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different organizations both struggling with establishing a

modern workplace allowing the employees to occasionally

work remotely from home, while still encouraging physical

presence at the office.

We find that groupware today is ubiquitously inte-

grated into organizations and is regarded as part of the

fundamental infrastructure in organizations, often fading

into the background as taken-for-granted technology. The

use of groupware is consequently viewed as an everyday

aspect of work, influencing the challenges associated with

developing new groupware systems. Based on our analy-

sis, we categorize the three-decade-old challenges [1] into

three main categories: cooperative challenges (no. 4, 5),

social challenges (no. 1, 2, 3), and organizational challenges

(no. 6, 7, 8). This classification aims to capture the evolv-

ing considerations and refine the phrasings to reflect the

present and future challenges faced by groupware devel-

opers. While the main titles and primary arguments of

the social and organizational challenges remain unchanged

(yet with added complexities), we rephrase the cooperative

challenges to reflect the emerging considerations of group-

ware being seamlessly integrated into work practices. We

find that enabling the design of groupware technologies

as “open-ended” and “immediate availability” is critical,

yet these characteristics also introduce new complexities.

For example, when organizational cooperative practices are

produced through continuouslymalleable configurations of

locations, people, and groupware – the additional challenge

for groupware design is the requirements to support con-

tinuous reconfiguration (sometimes on a day-to-day basis)

while allowing people to create sociomaterial bounding of

technologies in practice.

The paper is structured as follows: First, we contextual-

ize the eight challenges for groupware developers in current

CSCW research. Then we introduce our methods, and the

two empirical cases, before we dive into interrogating each

challenge, with empirical observations from our empirical

data. This work includes suggestions for re-focusing some

of the challenges. Finally, we discuss how the foundation

for groupware design has changed since the early 1990s

and speculate on the future challenges that contemporary

groupware developers facewhendesigning technologies for

cooperative environments for the next three decades.

2 Challenges for groupware

developers

In the early 1990s, Computer Supported Cooperative Work

(CSCW) emerged as a coherent research field in light of

existing insufficient approaches to the design of technolo-

gies [25–27]. The CSCW focus is on supporting people via

the design of computer tools [25] in cooperative arrange-

ments [26] where people are mutually dependent in work

[28]. CSCW systems are interacted with by individuals and

therefore possess the same interface challenges as individ-

ual user applications, however, new challenges arise when

technologies should support cooperative work [1]. In 1994,

Jonathan Grudin’s publication summarized and highlighted

the challenges identified by multiple researchers [1], and

the paper has been highly cited (more than 2000 citations

and in 2023 alone the paper has been cited 24 times1), and

in 2014, Grudin received the CSCW long-term impact award

celebrating his work.

The 1994 paper does not introduce empirical data,

instead, the paper is written as a reflective essay, where

the author considers suggestions for the nature of specific

challenges that arise with the introduction of groupware

technology into organizational practice. It is evident that, at

the time of writing the paper, the actual empirical insights

and experiences from empirical examples were less, as only

a few had the privilege to access and research organiza-

tional practices utilizing groupware systems. Two exam-

ples of the few researchers who successfully were able to

gain access to and study groupware in organizations was

Wanda Orlikowski, who with her famous paper ‘Learning

from Notes’ from 1992 [29] studied how groupware technol-

ogy was implemented and potentially failed within orga-

nizational practices – a paper which also was celebrated

with the Lifetime Impact award in CSCW in 2015; and Paul

Dourish and Victoria Bellotti [30] who studied the use of

video-conferencing tools within Xerox Parc in the early

1990s (again winning the long-term impact award in CSCW,

this time in 2016). Groupware technology was a key area of

important research in thinking about how organizational

practices were impacted by technologies designed to sup-

port the work of groups.

Groupware technology is fundamental to the very

definition of CSCWresearch, as IreneGreif (cited inRef. [28])

defines CSCW as “. . . an identifiable research field focused

on the role of the computer in group work” [28, p. 9]. While

the focus on ‘groups’ has been debated, researchers gener-

ally agree that the fundamental concern for CSCW research

concerns situations where at least two or more actors are

mutually dependent upon each other while being involved

in a common field of work using computer systems [31–35].

This means that groupware technology is not the sole inter-

est of CSCW technologies, but instead, a specific type of

1 The numerical counts are based on Google Scholar.
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CSCW application where the aim is to design technologies

that support groups in their joined engagement [36–39].

Grudin made the distinction between individual usages of

technology (single-user technologies), large main frame sys-

tems (organizational software systems), and then group-

ware [1]. Cooperative work entails situations where at least

two people are engaged in a common field of work in such a

way that they experience interdependence [40–43] – then

technology support depends upon the nature of articula-

tion work required for handling this extra work. In Lee

and Paine’s work on coordinative action, they unpack the

dimensions of the cooperative engagements in terms of the

number of participants, different communities, nascence,

etc., suggesting these dimensions as a scale to determine

the boundaries between the group as the smaller unite

of cooperative action and the infrastructure of more than

1000 people being part of a larger coordinative action

[34]. Thus, the discussions on cooperative technologies are

much larger than simply groupware – however, our interest

in this paper remains on groupware and the challenges

that developers of these technologies face today. But first,

let us remind ourselves about the nature of the original

eight challenges for groupware developers proposed by

Grudin [1].

2.1 Disparity in work and benefit

This challenge points to that groupware applications do

not apply the same benefit for all the people involved

in using the technology. In 1994, electronic shared calen-

dars were introduced into the offices as a new groupware

technology. These digital calendars were accessed through

large desktop computers, and organizational members did

not have a mobile phone in their pocket with access to

their calendars. Thus, for mobility in office work, mem-

bers would carry paper-based calendars reminding them-

selves of appointments and meetings. The electronic calen-

dar requires people to add their appointments andmeetings

to the shared digital calendar, for the benefit of other orga-

nizational members, such as the actors whose job it is to

identify availability for planning meetings. However, allow-

ing others access to your calendar required extrawork from

organizational members in updating both their electronic

as well as their paper-based calendars. Further, allowing

access also risks reducing the autonomy of the individual by

allowing others to take control of their time and schedule.

Thus, the transparency of the shared calendar introduces

extra work of the individual while reducing the autonomy

of the individual. The question then arises as towho benefits

from the shared electronic calendars. The benefit of elec-

tronic calendars is for the organizationalmembers involved

in planningmeetings. The shared electronic calendars allow

organizational members to compare and identify space for

shared meetings, which otherwise would be the tedious

work of calling around and checking people’s availability.

However, the work of planning meetings would often be

the work of secretaries while the extra work of calendar

updating between electronic calendars andpaper-based cal-

endars would be done by other organizational members

(e.g., salespeople) who did not plan meetings initially. In the

last decades, multiple studies have demonstrated different

technologies that add work on individual groups of orga-

nizational members for the benefit of others [44, 45], like

the work of healthcare professionals recording additional

data (or checking boxes) while interacting with patients for

the benefit of hospital management [46]. Thus, the chal-

lenge for groupware technology is the challenge of creating

technologies that consider and accommodate the disparity

of work and benefit between different individual organiza-

tional members. Mitigating the challenge is about ensuring

that the additional work required for the groupware tech-

nology to function is not experienced as unbeneficial for the

people doing this work.

2.2 Critical mass and Prisoner’s dilemma
problems

This challenge points to that for groupware technology to

work, enough people must use the systems for the shared

functions to work properly. Fundamentally, if an organiza-

tion has implemented a groupware system allowing mem-

bers to for example share documents (such as shared folder

systems) or communicate (e.g., email and Slack) the group-

ware system will only be useful if enough organizational

members use this system. If only a fewpeople use the shared

calendar system, the person planningmeetings still needs to

request additional information about individuals to identify

appropriate times and places for planned meetings. Simi-

larly, if only a few organizational members use a shared

file system, people would not be able to identify relevant

files, since several files would be outside the shared system

requiring organizationalmembers to request and sharefiles

in other ways (e.g., by email attachments). Thus, for organi-

zations to benefit from a groupware system, enough people

need to use it – however, getting people to use a newly

implemented system (before the benefits arrive) is a chal-

lenge. Groupware technologies are not instantly producing

cooperative efforts by simply being installed on the comput-

ers [29], instead, it takes time for groupware systems to gain

a critical mass of users. Thus, the challenge for groupware

developers is to design a groupware system that considers

the critical mass problem within the design to make it a
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successful tool, otherwise, the users will not experience the

advantages of using the system.

2.3 Disruption of social processes

This challenge points to that the introduction of groupware

technology can interfere with social dynamics and implicit

information such as social taboos and political structures.

Organizations have embedded hierarchies, and while these

hierarchical structures might take different forms and be

structured quite differently dependent upon the structures

shaping the social dynamics of the organization [47–49]. For

example, walking over to a colleague asking for assistance

with a specific taskwould be viewed as appropriate inmany

organizations, while taking the elevator to the top floor and

knocking on the door of the CEO requesting to be involved

in creating the strategic plan of the company would not be

appropriate inmany organizations. The social dynamics are

thus shaped by the organizational structures of hierarchy,

politics, and implicit organizational practices. When group-

ware technology is implemented into organizations, these

technologies risk disrupting the social processes within the

organization [50], since organizationalmembersmight have

different types of access and navigation [51]. For example,

while only a few would take the elevator and knock on the

door of the CEO, the bar to send an email to the CEOmight be

lower. Or as we have seen in recent years with social media,

citizens have direct access to politicians or other public

figures by commenting, liking, and sharing posts which they

otherwise would not have been able to do. Groupware tech-

nology impacts social dynamics and interaction, and not

always for the better, as we have seen with the challenge of

misinformation about disasters, health, and politics [52, 53].

Thus, the challenge for groupware developers is to design

technologies that consider the risk of disrupting social pro-

cesses appreciating productive interruptions while reduc-

ing problematic disruptions.

2.4 Exception handling

This challenge points to the fact that cooperative work

never just follows the plan; instead, disruptions occur and

are requiring exception handling. Groupware technology at

its core is about reducing the efforts of articulation work

for a cooperative engagement with the purpose of allow-

ing organizational members to focus on other activities,

finish tasks faster and more efficiently, or simply spend

time on the content of the task rather than the articulation

work [54]. This intention for groupware has caused devel-

opers of groupware technologies to focus on efficiency and

streamlining the work-embedded coordination strategies

[55, 56]. Workflow systems are a specific type of groupware

technology designed to make coordination easier by allow-

ing users to organize their individual, yet interdependent

tasks, in tandem [57–59]. However, a crucial problem with

these workflow systems is that cooperative work very sel-

dom follows the predetermined path andworkflow [60–64].

Instead, organizational members do what is required to

make the work function, and often this includes excep-

tion handling to resolve breakdowns [65, 66]. For example,

while bed management coordination in hospitals suppos-

edly follows a certain pattern, the actual work involved

in bed management might differ greatly from the pre-

scribed processes [67]. Exception handling is not something

that will be mitigated by technology. Instead, the design of

groupware technology needs to support exception handling

required for the work – and often we do not know which

type of exception handling to expect. Thus, the challenge

for developers of groupware is to create technologies that

are open-ended and flexible in use allowing organizational

members to accommodate and enact required exception

handling.

2.5 Unobtrusive accessibility

This challenge points back to the balance between when

organizational members are engaged in cooperative work,

and when they are engaged in individual work. In all coop-

erative setups, people do not always and only collaborate.

Instead, there are times when organizational members sim-

ply work individually. For example, co-authoring an aca-

demic paper does not mean that authors write all sentences

together, but often co-authoring includes individuals writ-

ing drafts or revising draft text to later discuss between

all authors. Cooperative work has dependencies, but there

will be times when cooperative actors engage in individ-

ual tasks. Unobtrusive accessibility points to the fact that

when designing cooperative technologies, it is important to

ensure that the groupware allows for individual work and

does not always have the cooperative engagement in focus.

Thus, groupware technologies should be able to stay in the

“peripheral background”,while individualswork alone, and

then be able to zoom into focus when actors need to cooper-

ate. Groupware should be accessible in anunobtrusiveman-

ner, blending into the background and only appear when

needed. Fundamentally the challenge of unobtrusive acces-

sibility is highly related to awareness in cooperative engage-

ment. Awareness as a feature of cooperative work entails

making activities visibly available for others can monitor

these actions and act accordingly [68]. Awareness has been

explored as a critical characteristic of cooperative work [69]

as well as a design requirement for groupware technology
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[70] and continues to be a core area of research in CSCW

[71]. While the conceptual understanding of ‘unobtrusive

accessibility’ can be identified to consider concerns for the

delivery of awareness data (such as howactors can unobtru-

sively access the cooperative engagement considering the

infrequent use of groupware) the conceptual understanding

of awareness has developed tremendously since 1994 [72].

Thus, the challenge for developers of groupware technology

in 1994 centers around the assumption that teams are often

organized to minimize social interdependencies, causing

groupware features to be used less frequently than fea-

tures for individual work. This infrequent use is a challenge

when designing new groupware technologies, thus Grudin

suggests that different design strategies should prioritize

adding cooperative features into existing systems – turning

these into groupware technologies [1].

2.6 Difficulty of evaluation

This challenge concerns the user-testing and evaluation of

groupware technology features and design decisions. The

methodologies for usability testing or user experience eval-

uation are appropriate when evaluating single-user sys-

tems. Differently, these methodologies are not appropriate

nor useful to evaluate the quality of groupware systems

[73, 74]. The problem is that the evaluation of the group-

ware is closely connected to the context of use, and thus

evaluating groupware includes considerations for hierar-

chy, motivations, and social engagement which single-user

methodologies do not allow us to capture. Usability testing

methods are not equipped to consider social interaction.

There are many empirical examples from CSCW research

where cooperative technologies have been implemented

into an organizational practice only to reveal fundamen-

tal design problems that only became pertinent after the

groupware system had been implemented in real-life situ-

ations [75–77]. In some cases, expensive IT systems were

taken out of use due to these problems [78], while in other

cases organizations were forced to live with problematic

systems and identify workarounds to survive [79, 80]. Con-

cretely, usability evaluation does not reliably capture the

complexities of cooperative engagements making it more

challenging to evaluate groupware systems than single-user

applications. Thus, the challenge for groupware developers

is that groupware systems are difficult to evaluate as they

are context-dependent [81–84] and affected by other actors

involved in the work, thus developers might not know

central design problems before the system has been fully

implemented.

2.7 Failure of intuition

This challenge is directed at the decision-makers and man-

agers who are responsible for identifying and requiring

groupware technology to be implemented in their organi-

zations. In 1994, when email was still a novelty in organi-

zations, managers had little experience in knowing which

groupware technologies would be relevant to acquire and

implement supporting the organizational practices. Mostly,

thiswas due to the lack of experience organizations had con-

cerning groupware, making it impossible for them to rely

upon their intuition when making decisions on IT systems.

The famous empirical case ‘Learning fromNotes’ is an excel-

lent example of this challenge. Here Orlikowski documents

how top management invested in acquiring Lotus Notes as

a cooperative technology for the whole organization with

the aim of creating ‘instant collaboration’, however, the sys-

tems did not have the expected effect in use [29, 85]. CSCW

research has documented several cases of failed implemen-

tations of groupware systems and many of these are based

upon a gap between the expectations of the groupware

and then the actual use and effort required to make the

IT system function in the organization [86–88]. Managers

can fail in their intuition in assessing the value of imple-

menting a system compared to the extra work required to

make the system successful when they decide if the system

should be purchased. Thus, the challenge for developers of

groupware technology includes that managers often under-

estimate the additional work that is needed when using

groupware applications.

2.8 The adoption process

This challenge concerns the organizational practice where

groupware is implemented and brought into use in the

organization. Unpacking this challenge, we start by mak-

ing a distinction between different concepts; ‘Implementing

groupware’ refers to the process of installing software on

machines while setting up access to the system for differ-

ent users. However, having groupware installed on com-

puters in an organization does not mean that these tech-

nologies will be used. ‘Organizational implementation of

groupware’ acknowledges that implementation is not just a

technical issue but includes concerns about organizational

changes [89, 90]. Research into organizational implemen-

tation has suggested to be affected by the timing within

the organization [91] and that the introduction of new IT

systems always will include a reduction in productivity,

which is why we cannot measure the success of groupware
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immediately after the implementation [92–94]. Further,

there is a large tradition within information systems

research focusing specifically on the ‘acceptance’ of tech-

nology based upon organizationalmembers ‘perceived’ use-

fulness and ‘ease-of-use’ [95–97]. In more recent years the

focus has been more on the ‘appropriation’ of technology

highlighting that when cooperative technologies are intro-

duced into an organization, both the organization as well

as the technology are transformed and hereof, they are

transforming each other. Across this large literature on the

adoption of groupware, it is clear that adopting a groupware

application requires carefully planned activities where the

group of future users is introduced to a clear purpose of

the groupware system, as well as how to use the system in

practice [98]. Thus, the challenge for developers of group-

ware technology is that groupware needs to be introduced

carefully as different actors involved in the common field

of work can have different perceptions of its usefulness.

Groupware applications which are only appreciated by a

minimum of the involved actors in the organization, risk

becoming a disaster.

3 Methods

The empirical data presented in this paper is part of a larger research

project investigating the future of work and the design of coopera-

tive technologies for hybrid settings (ReWork Research Project [8, 99]).

While the research interest of the ReWork project is at a larger scale,

this paper focuses on challenges for developing groupware technolo-

gies. To investigate the challenges for developing groupware technolo-

gies today and reassess whether the challenges from three decades

ago still persist, we employed empirical ethnographic research meth-

ods. Ethnographic methods provide insights into work and collabora-

tion [100] and have previously been used to unpack office work [48,

60]. Drawing on current empirical data from two organizations, our

analysis of challenges provides insights into present work conditions,

particularly the hybrid organizational setup faced by most companies.

Hybrid conditions manifest in various formats and constellations [16,

17, 101]. The flexibility and dynamic nature of geographical locations

inherent in hybrid work models contribute to a growing adoption

of computer-supported work practices facilitated by various group-

ware technologies to accomplish tasks. The groupware technologies

employed in our empirical cases comprise amix of systems used before

the pandemic lockdowns, those that were introduced or intensively

utilized during the lockdown to enable distributed team members to

collaborate, and new technologies implemented after the pandemic

to support the continuing partial remote work. This diversity in tech-

nologies and work practices makes these cases particularly interest-

ing for studying the challenges that groupware developers face in

2024, by leveraging empirical data about how groupware is enacted in

workwithin and across separate departments, small project teams, and

organizations.

When initiating the empirical work, we (expectedly) realized

that office work today is impacted by the possibility of remote work,

creating hybrid work arrangements across departments as well as

smaller project teams. Exploring the question of which challenges exist

for groupware developers today, therefore, also forced us to navigate

these challenges ourselves in our methodological considerations. The

fact that work today involves collocated and online interactions, as well

as physical and digital technologies, sets different requirements for

ethnographic methods [58, 102–104]. Cooperation unfolds in different

contexts, at different sites, both collocated anddigitally. Capturing these

elements using ethnographic strategies requires considerations for

how to capture insight on ‘online interaction’ unpacking organizational

members’ perceptions of the successes and failures of groupware tech-

nologies by different individuals or sub-groups in a context-dependent

perspective. Studying hybrid environments can pose challenges similar

to the findings of the challenges existing for designing technology sup-

porting such work conditions [103]. To navigate these, we focused the

ethnography on the office workplace, shifting our focus depending on

different days (digital vs. physical), and incorporated archival data to

recapture aspects of online interactions and cooperativework activities

(e.g., text archives from messaging).

The ethnography was conducted in 2023 to understand how

work unfolds in organizations striving to rebuild a “vibrant office

atmosphere” after the pandemic. Before initiating the ethnography, we

engaged with representatives from the organizations through work-

shops with multiple companies under the theme “The Future of Work”.

Through these interactions, we learned about the companies, their

departments, and some of their challenges with hybrid work. These

insights were critical for initiating the ethnography within the compa-

nies. Being familiar with the organizations beforehand allowed us to

build on existing discussions and concerns while directing our ethno-

graphic work both be relevant for us as researchers as well as the orga-

nizations. Thiswas crucial for providing access to conduct the empirical

work. We studied ethnographically how cooperative groups within the

two organizations arranged their cooperative work, which groupware

technologies they used to support their work, and how different orga-

nizational members perceived the work conditions before, during, and

after the COVID-19 pandemic. Particularly the new hybrid setup was

important for the organizations to understand, thus we explored how

work was performed after the reopening of the offices (for example,

how hybrid configurations influenced work and use of artefacts). We

focused on one department at each of the companies including conver-

sations with departmentmanagers. For each department, we identified

teams, and comparing the managerial perspectives with the everyday

work practices of teams operating under different contexts allowed us

insights into difference characteristics and nuances in the work.

3.1 Empirical cases

The two empirical studieswere conducted in two distinct organizations

operating within different business domains, yet both being mainly

computer-based and therefore less reliant on the physical company

facilities. The organizations differ in the type of work conducted, the

size, (global) team distribution, and degree of coupling, as well as the

need for collaboration across different groups (Table 1). The specific

departments in each of the companies were chosen based on their will-

ingness to be involved, access to data and office buildings concerning

GDPR, as well as the companies’ non-disclosure obligations.

3.1.1 InterFin (Org1): InterFin is an IT company with 1700 employ-

ees designing, implementing, andmaintaining IT infrastructure for the
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Table 1: Empirical cases.

InterFin (Org1) GlobalContent (Org2)

Employees (total in organization) 1700 6600

Employees (department for observation) 20 55

Countries (total in organization) 2 (6 office sites) 30 (200 office sites)

Countries (department for observation) 2 (4 office sites) 1 (1 office site)

Work domain Finance Entertainment

Main groupware applications Office, Jira, Confluence Office, Workplace, SolarWinds

Work model Agile Post agilea

Team sizes 8–10 people 3–12 people

Working across teams Yes Yes

aThe organization previously followed the agile work model but transitioned away from it a month before we started the ethnography.

financial industry. The company operates in two countries, Denmark

and Poland, and has multiple office buildings (five in each of two cities

in each country). InterFin expanded beyond its original presence in

Denmark in 2017 by establishing an office in Poland and later opening

a second office in a new city in Poland. Today, all 1700 employees are

evenly distributed between the two countries. During the pandemic, all

employees worked from home. In Denmark, pandemic-related restric-

tions were in place from March 2020 until the end of January 2022,

when all restrictions were lifted. In Poland, the restrictions were lifted

in March 2022.

The data collection took place in the Winter and Spring of 2023,

initiated with interviews with the department manager, followed by

empirical observations. We studied one department consisting of two

teams in total including approximately 20 employees with a focus on

respectively development and implementation of agilework practices.2

All teams adhere to the agile work model, defining their processes and

use of software tools for collaborative work. Both teamsmaintain close

coupling in their work, conducting team meetings every morning, and

engaged in collaborative activities throughout the day involving the

entire teams or sub-groups within the teams. Moreover, both teams

are interdependent, working across the department and collaborating

with individuals and sub-groups from other departments within the

organization. For example, they regularly meet with team managers

from various departments to educate and coach on how to structure

andmanage in line with the agile work mindset. Although our primary

focus is on work within the department, we also consider the cross-

department nature of the work, including findings from collaboration

with individuals outside this specific department.

The department in focus is situated in one office building in

Denmark and another in Poland, with additional locations being pri-

vate homes. The department as well as the sub-teams, are globally

distributed and therefore never able to be physically collocated at the

company office. Due to geographical constraints, our on-site visit was

limited to the office in Denmark. However, we virtually met with the

workers in Poland and were informed that their office mirrored the

one we visited in Denmark. For subsequent references to the company,

we use the designation ‘Org1’.

2 Agile work methodology is a project-based management approach,

where each project is broken down into separate phases to support a

consistent development phase with aim of improving job satisfaction

and flexible work practices.

3.1.2 GlobalContent (Org2): GlobalContent is a holding company

with a presence in 200 location sites worldwide. As a holding company,

its relationship with subsidiary companies varies. In our data collec-

tion, we focused on four companies that directly provide content to

the parent company and engage with organizational members daily.

Throughout the COVID-19 pandemic, the office experienced a lockdown,

aligning with the same period as InterFin, following regulations set by

the Danish government. Upon the reopening of the offices, teams were

rotated to gradually reintroduce people to the workplace.

The data collection took place in the Summer and Fall of 2023, with

a focus on the IT department, which is located at the headquarters. This

data collectionwas also initiatedwith an interviewwith the responsible

manager for the department, followed by a period of ethnographic

observations. The IT department was chosen because it maintains

close ties with subsidiary companies worldwide, by being responsible

for parts of their IT solutions and infrastructure. The organizational

members are dependent on global cooperation involving various stake-

holders. The department is structured around four sub-areas focusing

on data, security, infrastructure, government, and business partnering,

comprising a total of approximately 55 employees. The cooperative

group activities are structured within the departments, the sub-teams

within the department areas, project teams collaborating across the

sub-areas, and individuals from department and subsidiary compa-

nies. Depending on the work task, the teams sometimes collaborate

with coworkers within the department or with external parties. For

example, the ‘data’ group mainly collaborates within the team, while

the ‘business’ group must visit the subsidiary companies weekly.

All employees associatedwith the IT department are based inDen-

mark and have geographical access to GlobalContent’s office building.

However, work activities may necessitate collaboration with individ-

uals placed in other areas of the organizational structure. The ethno-

graphic work primarily focused on groups within the IT departments,

but due to the nature of the work, we include data from collaboration

across the organization. For subsequent references to the company, we

use the designation ‘Org2’.

3.2 Data collection

The department managers at Org1 and Org2 allowed us to join their

offices and observe their work activities. These activities include coop-

erative work both internally within the individual teams and across

departments, as well as with external stakeholders. We observed both

synchronous and asynchronous work. We quickly realized that most
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work activities were planned as meetings, so to observe synchronous

work activities, we participated in different types of meetings between

different groups of people. In this way, we got insights into the current

projects in the companies, who collaborated with whom, and the gen-

eral work goals and activities in the respective departments. Moreover,

we used the meetings to identify specific projects and/or sub-groups

who were willing to let us observe their work in more detail.

To study the asynchronous work, we identified team members

who allowed for observation of their work activities during the day.

This includes their location, which technologies were enacted (includ-

ing the written communication, and use of software tools), and gen-

eral work practices and task goals. The observations were conducted

by the first author who sat next to the employees on different days.

We observed the work practices and asked elaborating questions to

clarify observations on what and why. This was either in the moment

when it was appropriate to interrupt or otherwise noted down and

asked at follow-up interviews later. This approach provided insights

into the work task in focus, which sub-groups the person engaged in,

and which technologies were used for which activities. Additionally,

this approach revealed specific events that could be followed up on

during the following weeks, and therefore get a timely perspective on

the simultaneously synchronous/asynchronous work performed in the

cooperative practices required to accomplish work. When allowed to,

we documented the work events with pictures and screenshots. Other-

wise, all observationswerewritten down in detail in a notebook. Due to

GDPR, we were not allowed to record employees’ voices, and therefore

made sure to write memos and generally document all observations in

written format.

When collecting data, we were aware of the limitations due to

only conducting ethnography at the office when hybrid work also takes

place at other locations. We did not have access to people’s private

homes beyondwhat the participants expressed themselves about these

places during interviews. We focus our analysis on the groupware,

which technologies and applications were in use, how collaboration

unfolds in different groups, andhowgroupware enables and constrains

work. See Table 2 (Data sources).

3.3 Data analysis

To explore challenges for groupware developers, we gathered all col-

lected data, encompassing observation notes, site pictures, company

documents, screenshots, and similar materials. We carefully reviewed

all data to categorize empirical insights, focusing specifically on chal-

lenges in cooperative work and the support of groupware systems.

We identified all technologies in use – hardware and software

– to understand how they supported various work activities. Across

the two organizations, these applications included email, calendar,

intranet, MS Teams, PowerPoint, Word, Excel, Jira, Confluence, Work-

place, SolarWinds, DataDog, CiscoBoard, and FixIt. The physical arte-

facts include phones, laptops, keyboards, additional screen moni-

tors (personal at desks, shared at meetings rooms, and office space),

paper/tablets, pens, headphones, chargers, cameras, speakers, and rel-

evant adapters/cables. Subsequently, wemapped out cooperative activ-

ities observed during the ethnography such as planning, evaluation,

production, coordination, monitoring, documentation, data analysis,

testing, information sharing, knowledge sharing, and ideation.

For the identification of challenges in groupware technologies,

we employed a deductive orientation for the analytical process [105],

considering original phrases of Grudin’s challenges as ourmain themes

[1]. We directly converted the challenges into thematical descriptions

relying on both the descriptive parts of the challenges and the examples

given in the paper [1], as well as exemplifying specific groupware tech-

nologies the challenge was referring to at that time (e.g., email appli-

cation). The analysis was an iterative process, involving continuous

scrutinizing of our empirical data and exploration of theoretical con-

cerns. In the categorization process, we included observation data from

actions, statements during interviews, and information frombothman-

agers and organizational members, considering all information across

all teams andboth organizations. In this analyticalwork,weuse ‘post-it’

notes of relevant empirical observations inspired by affinity diagram-

ing [106]. This included the technologies that we mapped out (physical

and digital), the cooperative activities, the members involved and their

geographical locations, specific events observed during the observa-

tion as well as statements from the organizational members. For our

analysis, we identified empirical scenarios supported by diverse group-

ware technologies in both organizations, encompassing departmental

activities and concerns (e.g., cross-department information sharing)

and smaller team configurations (e.g., project work). These scenarios

represented various cooperative distributions (i.e., collocated, hybrid,

and remote setups). The empirical scenarios include events such as

managers’ decision process on which groupware to implement, appli-

cations used to stay updated on activities in the department (i.e.,

MS Teams and Workplace), and communication/coordination within

project teams (i.e., MS Teams, Excel, Jira).

Through several iterations of analytical discussions, we linked the

challenges in the empirical examples to the thematic descriptions of

the original challenges. First, we selected a specific groupware tech-

nology from the empirical data as an example to analyze the original

Table 2: Data sources.

Empirical cases InterFin (Org1) GlobalContent (Org2)

Interviews/in-situ conversations 10 (5–70 min) 7 (10–90 min)

Observation 55 h 75 h

Meetings 22 28

Teams 2 6

People 70 55

Observation notes and rich descriptions 107 pages 138 pages

Office visit 12 16

Document analysis 2 8

Capturing digital interactions 9 scenarios 7 scenarios

Documenting office layout Pictures Floor plan
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challenges, assessing whether they persist, change, or become irrele-

vant (e.g., file sharing in MS Teams application). In the next analytical

iteration, we focused on specific challenges presented in the original

paper, relating these individually to empirical examples and situating

concrete challenges in various scenarios. Then, we examined diverse

empirical descriptions to identifywhich of thehistorical challenges that

effectively pictured the current implications for groupware developers

thatwere illustrated in our empirical data. Combining different analyti-

cal approaches allowedus to iteratively considerwhich challenges exist

today, how these are different from 30 years ago, and how potential

revision of the original challenge most accurately would represent our

new empirical findings.

Throughout the process, we continually explored whether new

challenges had arisen or if original challenges had become irrele-

vant. For example, while we initially considered if the challenge of

unobtrusive accessibility had been conquered and thus ceased to be a

challenge, we also identified a new challenge of creating boundaries

across artefacts. Through our discussions, we found that proposing

the challenge of unobtrusive accessibility as “conquered” and the chal-

lenge of creating boundaries across artefacts as “emerging” fail to

acknowledge the link between what has been “solved” and what has

been “introduced”. Instead, a revision of the challenges indicates how

the challenges have historically evolved. The challenge of unobtrusive

accessibility has transformed from the challenge of allowing multiple

applications to run in parallel simultaneously allowing actors to easily

shift across applicationswhile working to instead introduce extrawork

of handling multiple artefacts (physical and digital) and their bound-

aries in as ecologies of artefacts (exaggerated accessibility). Moving

back and forth between empirical data and theoretical concerns of

the eight challenges, we iteratively discussed and reframed the chal-

lenges as we identified empirical examples in the data demonstrating

how the challenges emerge today. In our results section, we selected

empirical scenarios exemplifying each of the challenges, outlining how

groupware is perceived today, how the challenges have evolved, and

how these insights can assist developers of groupware systems in the

future.

4 Results

4.1 Disparity in work and benefit

The disparity between work and benefit refers to the poten-

tial misalignment between who benefits from the use of the

technologies and who needs to do the required work for

the technology to work. Examining the empirical observa-

tions from Org1 and Org2 on their use of groupware tech-

nologies supporting their hybrid synchronous meetings, we

identified several examples where the increased work of

making the hybrid technology function relied on specific

people, while others benefitted.Whatwas pertinent in these

empirical observations is how the sub-group of collocated

participants must engage in additional work activities to

accommodate the work of others – namely the individuals

who were geographically distributed from the collocated

sub-group. This additional work took different forms and

shaped activities in certain ways, however, all the work of

accommodating and adjusting the socio-technical setup for

including remote participants in the meeting was left to a

few people. Below we provide a few examples across both

cases.

4.1.1 Teamwork in software tool rollout

The first example concerns a situation where a project team

at Org2 was assigned the task of implementing a new soft-

ware tool into the organization. Part of the implementation

process includes detailed work of aligning multiple tasks

and activities across the participants within the project

team. This work includes creating a long-term plan for the

implementation, developing the educational material based

on information from the external provider of the tool aswell

as getting an understanding of the new features of the tool.

When the project implementation was to be executed, dif-

ferent team members were responsible for various parts of

the project, which required them to continuously align and

coordinate their tasks. Since the teammembers are also new

to the software tool, participants also need to learn about

the tool, while planning the implementation and education.

The project manager of the team is responsible for making

the plan and structure of the team meetings throughout

the project. The project team includes six participants who

are physically located in Denmark working either from the

office or remotely from home. The providers of the soft-

ware tool are located in Britain. The geographical distribu-

tion required all meetings to be organized as hybrid meet-

ings of blended collocated and geographically distributed

members. The hybrid setup shaped the project team’s col-

laboration as well as the conditions of using a collection

of groupware systems including video conferencing tools

and associated digital applications. Below we go into more

detail.

Initiating the software tool implementation project, the

project manager created a kick-offmeeting, where all mem-

bers of the project were introduced to the scope and plan

for the project. The initial meeting only included organiza-

tional members who were all internal to the organization

and the meeting was performed in a hybrid setting with

four collocated team members attending from the office in

Denmark and two team members attending online from

home. The collocated project members conducted the kick-

off meeting in a room six floors from their office, in a space

close to the canteen of the building. This room was large

enough for all project members and available, whereas all

the other rooms closer to their desks were too small and

reserved for others. During the kick-off meeting, different
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challenges occurred, and they experienced several techno-

logical issues delaying the work. The project manager con-

nected his laptop to the shared screen in the meeting room

and another collocated participant joined the MS Teams

meeting together with two other geographically distributed

team members who both worked from home. Sound issues

arose as the project manager connected a cable to their

laptop attaching the speaker in the room. The speaker did

not work. One of the team members went to the office six

floors down to get a new cable, which did not solve the

problem. One of the other team members changed the set-

ting on the screen setup in the room, which provided sound

from the speaker, however, echoing all thatwas said. After 10

minutes of troubleshooting, they gave up, and disconnected

from the speaker and microphone in the meeting room,

to use the laptop’s speakers instead. The project members

introduce themselves, starting with the virtual attendees.

When the physically collocated participants start talking,

new sound issues arise by echoing the sound, making it

impossible for the virtual attendees to hear the collocated

participants. The echo was also interrupting the collocated

sub-group. To solve the issue, the collocated sub-group had

to turn on and off the sound and the speaker several times

during the meeting depending on who (collocated or vir-

tual participants) was talking. When forgetting to do so, the

sound issues interrupting the meetings continued, either by

echoing the sound or preventing playing the sound. This

happened several times during the meeting, preventing the

online participants and collocated group from hearing each

other and delaying themeeting as participants had to repeat

themselves several times confused by who was muted, and

the constant attention to which speaker and microphone to

turn on and off and when. Likewise, there were challenges

in the online setup – the camera in the meeting room was

used. The video feed showed only the end of the table in

the frame, making it impossible for the online attendees to

see the collocated project members when they talked. The

project manager connected to the shared screen to share

his slides, however, during the meeting, they realized that

none of the online attendees were able to see these slides,

as the project manager mirrored his laptop’s screen on the

shared monitor but had not shared the slideshow in the

video conferencing tool. One of the participants should have

attended a newmeeting at the time this meeting ended, but

as he needed to go down six floors, he had to leave before

the meeting ended.

Interestingly, zooming out from the details on the kick-

off meeting for the software tool implementation project,

it is evident that the additional work required to include

geographically distributed team members is no small task

and that all the work is done by the collocated project

members. The collocated teammembers havemuchwork to

do in order to allow for remote participants to join – while

thework remote participants can provide to solve the issues

is limited. Remoteworkers dependupon the collocated team

members to do the work of allowing them to join. They

are ‘passive’ by design since their digital presence relies

upon how collocated teammember adjusts their bodies, the

technologies, and connect the digital and the physical setup.

While you can say that for the hybrid setting to work the

remote participants depend upon the collocated members

to engage in articulation work of the digital setup, while

the remote participants mostly are involved by logging in to

the groupware technology. Remoteworkers need to do extra

work to make sure that they can be heard – for example,

in this scenario see that the remote participants talk for

around 30 s before the collocated team members manage

to turn on and off the right microphones and can inform

the remote participant that they are muted. Because the

camera does not display any of the collocated participants

in the video feed, the remote participant does not know that

he is muted. The remote worker then needs to repeat him-

self. Thus, there is a disparity in work and benefit between

the people doing the required work, and the people being

able to benefit from the work. Based upon the experienced

challenges of the hybrid setup, the project manager after-

ward plans an additional 15 min before all their meetings

to test the technology setup. Due to logistic reasons, the

meeting room was also changed across meetings, thus the

project manager began to bring a speaker, microphone, and

camera for everymeeting as a backup in case the equipment

within the rooms did not work.

Challenge: In our empirical data, the challenge of dis-

parity in work and benefit from groupware use continues

to exist. Concretely we showed the extra work required

for accomplishing the cooperative work is related to the

work of including all individuals into the common field of

work. The project manager is required to do extra work

to include participants from different locations, and the

remote participants need to adapt to technical conditions

produced by the collocated sub-groups and adjust their

actions during breakdowns, like repeating themselves if

required. Furthermore, the project manager stated when

asked about hybrid meetings, that it is “easier to do the

meeting as virtual [only]”. However, remote work with-

out hybrid options also disregards the advantages of the

cooperation of collocation. Leveraging on the physical col-

located combined with remote participation might not be

perceived as beneficial by the project manager as an indi-

vidual; however, a hybrid arrangement does support the
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cooperative work when it is impossible to have everybody

collocated. We therefore suggest reframing the challenge

of disparity in work and the benefit to always depend-

ing on additional work from individuals or sub-groups,

as today the increasingly digitally performed work and

the possibility to work from different locations require

cooperative activities and/or information to include digital

features.

4.2 Critical mass and Prisoner’s dilemma
problems

Critical mass refers to the challenge that for groupware to

be useful, a high percentage of the involved actors must

use the groupware system. In our empirical cases, we found

that the cooperative participants all used the groupware

applications required for them to conduct their work. For

example, organization members in Org1 are present on the

Microsoft Teams application and engaged in different sets

of sub-group classification structures within the groupware

technology. Thus, in our empirical data, we did not identify

specific challenges related to critical mass. Instead, we saw

how the critical mass challenge was related to access to

technologies. For groupware to function, all involved people

must have user access to the groupware platform. There-

fore, in our cases, the challenge of critical mass was not

related to the number of participants refusing to use the

application, but instead, the challenge was in producing

access (as in security access) to the relevant technology. We

will provide an example below.

4.2.1 Mix-up in team scheduling

In Org2, we observed a team tasked with a substantial

project, namely, to replace the fundamental Internet net-

work infrastructure across 26 subsidiary office sites. This

intricate endeavour involves members from various inter-

nal departments, the wider organization, and external con-

sultants. The project encompasses different roles: internally

within the main company is the Network Team, dedicated

to designing the new network infrastructure and ensuring

alignment with the subsidiary sites’ needs. Another internal

team, the Device Team, focuses on managing devices across

different sites. Externally, external consultants are hired

for the technological procedures associated with replac-

ing the network at the sites, as well as ongoing network

maintenance.

The challenge in this empirical example arises from

scheduling network replacement events to avoid disrup-

tions to essential work activities at the local sites, ensuring

all relevant sub-groups are available at the specified time.

External consultants create andupdate the scheduleweekly,

sending it to the Network Team within the internal depart-

ment. However, without specific updates explicitly outlined,

confusion arises within the internal teams. As part of their

coordination responsibilities, the Network Team organizes

various activities based on a larger schedule, including coor-

dination with the internal team responsible for devices.

In preparation for a network replacement event, a joint

meeting is held between a member of the Network Team

and the Device Team to identify devices at the local site that

must be enrolled on the new networks. The meeting is put

into place to identify which devices are in use at the local

site before replacing the Internet within increased security

measures in order to prepare for any devices that require

special attention (e.g., printers, shared tablets) allowing for

a smooth transition.

In this specific example, the network replacement

occurs in Norway, necessitating the company’s physical

presence during the event to test its functionality on differ-

ent devices. Consequently, a team member from the Device

Team organizes a flight trip to Norway, as this team is

responsible for identifying and managing devices. A coor-

dinative complication arises when the two teams during

the meeting realize that the planned trip to Norway does

not align with the day scheduled for replacing the network.

While it is the responsibility of the Device Team to manage

devices, it is the responsibility of the Network Team to test

the network functions ensuring these behave as expected

after replacing the Internet. It is therefore a grey area who

should be physically present at the site inNorway during the

replacement event. The Device Team can identify devices on

the same day as the testing of the devices, and it is therefore

agreed to send only a person from the Device Team from

Denmark to Norway for the network replacement event to

reduce travel.

All the scheduling of the project is done by external

consultants. To share the schedules, they are distributed to

the Network Team by sending “photos” of the schedule. The

absence of direct access to the planning tools and actual

scheduling creates uncertainty in the team. It is unclear

who updates the schedule, when, and where – and this

opaqueness in coordinative processes exacerbates the sit-

uation, as the different sub-groups do not have the same

updated schedule available or are able to monitor changes

to the schedule. The external group of consultants is in

charge of scheduling, while the Network Team is responsi-

ble for coordination across different geographical sites and

sub-teams. This coordination includes securing agreements

with local representatives to turn off the network on the
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designated day of replacement. The complexity of the work

demands intricate coordination across different organiza-

tional groups. Unfortunately, the sub-groups involved in

various tasks lack access to the same tools. The internal

Network Team is without access to the tools used by the

external consultants, potentially leading to misalignments.

In this instance, conflicting information results in different

sub-groups planning the same network replacement activ-

ity on different dates.

Challenge: For groupware to function effectively,

access to the information stored in the groupware system

(in this case scheduling) is critical for all relevant individu-

als, irrespective of their organizational conditions (internal

employees as well as external consultants). Failure to do

so risks the groupware application’s failure and impedes

cooperative work. In the current landscape, most technolo-

gies are designed for collaborative use, and the critical chal-

lenge lies in ensuring that these systems accommodate the

appropriate number of users and individuals. This appro-

priate number is not necessarily the majority of employees

in the organization but includes all individuals relevant

to the common field of work, regardless of their organiza-

tional affiliations. If the relevant individuals involved in the

shared work activities do not have access, there is a risk of

miscommunication and failure in coordination. Thus, based

upon our empirical data on hybrid work, we propose to re-

think the criticalmass challenge frombeing ‘themajority’ of

all employees to being relevant individuals for the common

field of work.

4.3 Disruption of social processes

Disruption of social processes covers the challenge that

groupware can interfere with social dynamics and implicit

information such as social taboos and political structures.

Going through our empirical data, we find examples of col-

located sub-groups who interact directly person-to-person,

circumventing the groupware technology protocols for

interacting digitally to ensure that all participants in the

group have equal access to important information.

4.3.1 Oversight in shared folder structure negotiations

Exploring the complexities of managing social dynamics in

hybrid office environments, we turn our attention to a team

in Org1. This team operates across at least four locations

spanning two countries, engaging in daily collaboration.

They commence each day with a daily meeting to synchro-

nize current tasks and challenges. The team manager is

stationed at the company office in Denmark along with two

team members. Two other team members are geographi-

cally located in two different regional areas in Denmark,

unable to commute to the office, while the remaining team

members are situated in Poland. TheMicrosoft Teams appli-

cation serves as the central hub for their communication

including daily video meetings, direct messaging, updates,

and file sharing. Beyond internal organizational collabora-

tion, the team plays a pivotal role in coaching and educating

other company departments and teams in agile work prac-

tices, sharing teaching materials, and more.

Due to the growing sets of files sharedwithin the group-

ware system, two team members from the Denmark office

requested a restructuring of the folder system from the team

manager on behalf of the entire team. Subsequently, the

team manager restructured the folders and informed the

two teammembers in a team chat, including the three indi-

viduals who had previously discussed the need for restruc-

turing. While this communication continues a conversation

that originated in the office, communicating between mem-

bers of the sub-group from one Danish location, it was only

shared across the team digitally after the fact. Thus, other

members remote to the sub-group who are restructuring

are presented with the result of the conversations, but not

included in the conversation to find the solution. It should

be mentioned that the two collocated team members ini-

tiated the restructuring on behalf of the entire team, but

having a direct conversation with the manager, detached

the rest of the team from the conversation. Since the folders

are shared across the entire team, the restructuring has an

impact on all team members.

This scenario illustrates how collocated sub-groups risk

inadvertently sidelining a broader discussion by circum-

venting the groupware tool for dialogue. The manager’s

exclusive response to the two collocated team members

creates distinct sub-groups within the cooperative team,

impeding seamless information sharing. In hybrid work

configurations, there is a high risk that sub-groups will

emerge due to a lack of collocation. The risk of sub-groups

necessitates cohesive teamwork to counteract potential neg-

ative social dynamics. In our empirical case, Microsoft

Teams serves as a central platform for information and

knowledge sharing, facilitated through shared folders and

a chat forum, however, if only part of the conversation is

displayed digitally the risk of exclusion is high.

Challenge: Cooperative groups consist of different sub-

groups with varying conditions for accessing other individ-

uals or sub-groups engaging in the sharedwork activity, pre-

senting new challenges for violating social processes. While

the groupware MS Teams enables access between different

individuals and sub-groups, the organizational members
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risk violating social processes, if individuals engaged in the

common field of work choose to interact in the (collocated)

sub-groups either by circumventing the groupware technol-

ogy and interacting directly with collocated individuals or

by turning towards (existing or new) sub-groups within the

existing groupware technology.

4.4 Exception handling

The challenge of exception handling refers to the difficulty

of groupware being used differently than expected, espe-

cially when the cooperative work is organized variously

making exception handling critical to solve a given task.

Examining our empirical data, we see that groupware tech-

nology in our cases allows for exception handling by being

designed priori as open-ended, and therefore not stipulating

any specific ways of use. However, the open-ended design

requires that organizational members engage to configure

the groupware technology over time to accommodate for

emergent exception handling.

4.4.1 Teams application used in multiple contexts

Examining the reconfigurations of Microsoft Teams within

Org1 during the COVID-19 pandemic, which physically sep-

arated collaborating teams, sheds light on the challenges

of exception handling. The adjustments aimed to make the

software tool versatile for various work activities, evolving

from its original purpose of primarily facilitating online

meetings to becoming the central hub for all activities dur-

ing the pandemic-induced shift to remote work.

As the agile coaches in Org1, responsible for teaching

work practices to different departments, transitioned their

activities online due to social distancing and work-from-

home arrangements, Microsoft Teams became the platform

for seminars and coaching sessions. This period coincided

with Org1 revising its strategy, expanding activities, and

hiring new employees in Poland. Even as regulations eased

and some employees returned to the office, the workforce

remained evenly distributed betweenDenmark and Poland.

This led to a strategic management decision that all teams

must include members from both countries, which con-

sequently alters work conditions where teams will never

be geographically collocated. Post-pandemic, despite some

employees returning to the office, many activities, including

teaching activities, continued to be conducted online due to

the geographical distribution of team members.

Interestingly, one of the activities, the core agile prac-

tice of PI (Program Increment) planning, was referred to as

crucially requiring individuals to be geographically collo-

cated. PI planning involves the planning of the company’s

goals and objectives for the following time scope. However,

the post-pandemic work conditions did not allow for col-

location among all team members, initiating discussions

within the team on how to adapt to the partial distribu-

tion of teammembers. This included discussions before the

event on possible ways to conduct PI planning and post-

reflections. The team started using virtual digital white-

boards shared in theMicrosoft Teams folder, for example, to

brainstorm personal experiences of the PI planning event.

Recognizing the importance of team and departmental

cohesion, the organization initiates prioritization of social

activities for relationship-building. These social events, mir-

roring the format of planning and evaluation meetings,

were also conducted on Microsoft Teams. Each team mem-

ber attended these activities individually from their per-

sonal workspace. During one such event, they engaged in

a team-building game.

This example showcases how the Microsoft Teams

application, initially used for specific meeting functions,

evolved, and was adapted to multiple cooperative contexts,

becoming integral to various aspects of work, collaboration,

and team building in response to external challenges like

a global pandemic, and the partial distribution of closely

collaborating teams after the pandemic. What is important

and interesting is that we across both Org1 and Org2 saw

several examples where the same groupware system was

used inmultiple differentways and that the design of group-

ware technologies introduced all were fundamentally open-

ended by design allowing for participant to configure and

re-configure their used as needed. In this way, participants

would not experience the need for exception handling – as

in identifying aworkaround to allow for smooth interaction.

Instead, we, in both organizations, witnessed how the open-

ended design of groupware technologies made the partici-

pants reflect iteratively while making it possible for orga-

nizational members to adjust the technologies addressing

emergent situations of potential exception handling before

these became an issue.

Challenge: The dynamic reconfigurations of the MS

Teams application to accommodate diverse work scenarios

are possible due to the open-ended and flexible conceptual

structural design of the groupware technology. Teams as

a groupware application extend beyond routine patterns

of use to encompass various activities like quarterly plan-

ning, goal setting, evaluations, teaching, and social engage-

ments. The adaptability of the groupware proves invaluable

for supporting work in different contexts. The flexibility

demands ongoing adjustments of the groupware based on

reflection and action initiated by organizational members.

The continuous addition of activities to be done using the
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same groupware system necessitates new ways to share

files, link new applications, modify folder structures, and

more. Surprisingly, we found that in both organizations the

need for exceptional handling ‘outside the groupware’ to

accommodate emergent situations did not exist, since the

participants were able to adjust the technology.

4.5 Unobtrusive accessibility

Unobtrusive accessibility refers to the challenge of coop-

erative features to be infrequently used. Examining our

empirical data, we saw that the groupware used in our

cases enables unobtrusive accessibility by including intu-

itive built-in cooperative features. Concretely, the group-

ware technologies used allowed participants to engage in

multiple, parallel, and different types of activities simul-

taneously. The multiple and parallel use however also

creates challenges, since by allowing people to do multi-

tasking, shifting across individual tasks and cooperative

tasks seamlessly creates the challenge of creating bound-

aries for and around activities and technologies. In this way,

the groupware used emerged as exaggerated accessibility

that requires individuals engaging in group work to create

boundaries in technologies in practice.

4.5.1 Re-bounding technologies in practice

Considering the groupware technology used it is evident

across Org1 and Org2 that none of the organizations could

be said to have ‘one type of groupware’. Instead, both orga-

nizations had an infrastructure of artifacts, including phys-

ical technologies like laptops, mobile phones, tablets, note-

books, keyboards, monitors, cables, and wires, and digital

artifacts such as Microsoft Teams, Cisco Webex, Word, Pow-

erPoint, Jira, and Datadog. All these artifacts and devices

were interlinked; for example, it is possible to connect to

Teams on both laptops and cell phones, and participants

can share Word files in Teams folders or share an indi-

vidual screen displaying Datadog in Cisco Webex. All these

interconnections and relations created groupware setup as

an ecology of artifacts enabling exaggerated accessibility

supporting different types of activities, which blurred the

boundaries between artifacts (devices and groupware appli-

cations), necessitating continuous reconfiguration of the

setup.

Let us focus on one organizational member, Sophie, to

illustrate. Sophie, an agile coach at Org1, commutes to the

office three days per week, starting her day by picking up

her physical devices from the locker and setting up her

workstation. Her work setup for the daily catch-up meeting

involves connecting her computer to two monitors, arrang-

ing her keyboard andmouse, and placing her notebook and

pen next to the laptop. The firstmeeting is the daily catch-up

meeting with the team. Sophie facilitates the meeting using

notes on her laptop’s screen, with Microsoft Teams on the

second monitor, occasionally sharing her screen to display

a Jira board scheduling the team’s tasks and using her note-

book for meeting notes. During the meeting, a backchannel

is initiated, where teammembers share textmessages; how-

ever, she refrains from checking it until after the meeting

concludes to maintain focus on facilitating the meeting. The

timestamp in the backchannel assists her in understanding

the context in which the texts were sent during themeeting.

Sophie has meticulously organized both physical devices

and groupware applications to accommodate the needs for

specific work tasks, creating boundaries for the artifactual

setup.

After the meeting, Sophie worked on a task related

to educating managers in agile work practices. Her setup

includes Microsoft Teams on the laptop for immediate

responses, a workboard on one monitor, and an Excel sheet

on the third monitor. When collaborating with an organiza-

tional member (Bent) outside the team, Sophie goes to the

Teams application and makes a Teams call directly to Bent.

Bent and Sophie collaborate using the digital Board, sharing

screens in the video call setup during their synchronous

interaction. Sharing screens is the most essential function-

ality for their work including sharing the digital Board or

other digital content like illustrations. Sophie continuously

adapts her technical setup to support the collaborativework

at hand considering collaborating partners, the content of

the shared task, the digital opportunities as well as what

shall happen after concrete engagement.

As part of agile coaching, Sophie meets with a man-

ager in Microsoft Teams to discuss improving agile work

practices within the team. For this personal coaching meet-

ing, Sophie moves to a small meeting room, disconnects

her laptop, and reconfigures the technical setup for a two-

person meeting. Beyond office meetings, Sophie also works

from home, adapting her technical setup accordingly. For

example, she had a meeting with a colleague from the team

by the end of the day, thus she decided to leave the office

and then have the meeting when she arrived home. In this

situation, she brought her laptop home instead of putting it

back into the locker and then reconnected it to the setup she

had at home.

The flexible work conditions and dynamic contexts

require organizational members to rebound the technolog-

ical setup – both physical and digital devices – to fit the

specific work situation. For example, a manager at Org2
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is taking early morning meetings on the Microsoft Teams

application onhis phone from the car due to a long commute

time.

Challenge: Groupware supporting multiple, parallel

types of use simultaneously is transforming the prior chal-

lenge of unobtrusive accessibility towards a revised chal-

lenge of participants bounding and creating boundaries

around technologies. Instead of the challenge being the pos-

sibility of runningmultiple applications simultaneously, the

challenge emerges as the difficulties of creating boundaries

for the use of artefacts ecologies with an increased risk

for mental overload constantly shifting between multiple

interrelated contexts, artefacts, locations, applications, and

devices simultaneously.

4.6 Difficulty of evaluation

Groupware systems are difficult to evaluate as they are

context-dependent and affected by other actors involved in

the work. The work scenarios in our empirical data exem-

plify this through the malleable team configuration contin-

uously changing the context for the work. Despite engaging

in a common field of work engaging the same individuals,

the flexibility of the geographical locations of the different

team members and the sub-groups, affect the context for

work, making different technologies available to support

the work.

4.6.1 Dynamic team configurations

Our research reveals that the dynamic nature of team com-

positions poses a significant challenge, especially within

evolving group structures. Both Org1 and Org2 grapple

with hybrid distributed teams, each navigating distinct geo-

graphical configurations.While Org1 consistentlymaintains

geographical dispersion, both Org1 and Org2’s organiza-

tional members have the flexibility of accessing shared

office spaces andworking occasionally fromhome, allowing

employees to seamlessly transition between working from

the office and remotely. Org1 holds a free seating policy

while Org2 has permanent seats for the employees in the

organization. Both organizations have open office spaces

requiring employees tomove tomeeting roomswhen engag-

ing inmeetings either digitally orwith collocated colleagues.

Both organizations employ consistent department teams

including the same individuals and project teams that are

formed across departments working on a common field of

work within a time-limited scope.

To illustrate, we draw on the example from the begin-

ning of the Result section, which describes a project

team working in changing contexts. The team engages in

collaborativework, discussing specific steps in transitioning

to a new software tool during internal project meetings

and participating in educational sessions where external

providers present the tool’s capabilities. However, the com-

position of these sessions varies on different days. Dur-

ing some internal project meetings, team members work

from home while others are in the office, each day with

new configurations. The same variability occurs in the case

of educational sessions, where physical presence at the

office differs. The project manager planning these sessions

is unaware of the specific locations of team members for

each session. Consequently, the project manager plans the

sessions uniformly – booking a meeting room, bringing a

camera, and microphone, and connecting his laptop to a

second monitor. However, in some meetings, he is the sole

physical attendee, while in others, the team is fully col-

located, rendering the room size inadequate. Moreover,

the nature of the meetings varies, ranging from 1-h exter-

nal presentation to 10-min internal team discussions. This

example highlights how the practical work context of the

same project team can be entirely different, despite appear-

ing similar in theory.

Challenge:While evaluation of groupware has always

been challenging outside of real-life use cases, this chal-

lenge is further complicated as the cooperative configura-

tion changes from day to day, due to the floating locations of

individuals shaping the perceived usefulness of the group-

ware. The same systems must support work performed in

various surroundings. Difficulties of evaluation refer to that

we cannot simply test groupware within an experimental

setting, since the cooperative engagement is shaped by the

contextual nature of thework – which as the above example

shows constantly changes. Testing groupware technology

cannot be done outside the contextual use. Conducting a

lab study to test if the groupware technology is suitable for

Org2 or Org1 is not feasible because their work is shaped

by the contextual contingencies that change daily (locations,

rooms, content, people etc.). In this way, the dynamic nature

of team compositions and contextual contingencies under-

score the heightened complexity in evaluating groupware

technologies as it was back in 1994, but moreover, we see

how the locations are an added dynamic complexity when

considering hybrid settings.

4.7 Failure of intuition

Failure of intuition refers to the challenge of managers’

decision-making regarding the implementation of cooper-

ative systems. In our data, we see how managers strive

to provide a vibrant and attractive workplace and office
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environment, however, question the quality of managerial

decision-making related to groupware and the organiza-

tional conditions to perform the work.

4.7.1 Cultivating vibrant and attractive office

environment

Our engagementwith Org1 andOrg2 unveiled a shared aspi-

ration to foster vibrant and attractive hybrid offices. Work-

ing with the organizations we had several meetings with

themanagers fromboth organizationswhoopenly acknowl-

edged the challenge of creating a physical workspace

infused with a lively atmosphere – especially after the pan-

demic. The ongoing process of achieving the vision of an

attractive office involves intricate considerations. Org1, in

an attempt to cultivate a vibrant office, has implemented

policies mandating physical presence for a certain number

of days a week, but this effort has not been seamlessly

translated into the desired lively atmosphere. Despite recent

physical renovations of the office space geared towards

supporting various collaborative activities, employees often

find themselves engrossed in online meetings at their lap-

tops with headphones on and the challenge of finding a

location in the office without disturbing others.

In contrast, Org2 adopts a different managerial

approach refraining from enforcing physical attendance.

Instead, the organization aspires to create an inviting,

attractive, and innovative workspace that naturally draws

employees in. However, both the push towards mandatory

presence and the pull towards creating an appealing

environment fall short of realizing their objectives. Notably,

in terms of technology, both organizations have strategically

equipped their offices with an array of groupware and

devices, including laptops, tablets, and monitors at each

desk, shared monitors in meeting rooms, and hubs for

seamless connectivity. Org2 even invested in a Surface Hub

(85′ screen on wheels) that can be moved around the office

floor, for example, to be used for department meetings with

partially hybrid participation. However, during the period

of fieldwork at the office space, this screen was never

in use, and employees also commented that it was not

utilized.

The crux of the challenge lies in selecting a group-

ware portfolio and related devices that can effectively sup-

port the diverse work contexts prevalent in these organi-

zations. Managers at both organizations express eagerness

to implement strategies that cultivate a vibrant atmosphere

and work environment. However, they grapple with decid-

ing on specific actions to take. Cooperative groups within

these entities may operate in fully collocated settings at

times, shift to distributed work in various configurations, or

navigate hybrid arrangements. Each of these work contexts

imposes distinct requirements on the groupware technol-

ogy, emphasizing the intricate balance needed to create a

vibrant and effective hybrid office environment.

Challenge: The manager’s role in determining the

appropriate groupware has evolved.While the historic chal-

lenge revolved around selecting specific groupware tech-

nologies for distinct activities (such as email for communica-

tion), the contemporary landscape presents amore intricate

obstacle. Today’s challenge lies in curating a portfolio of

diverse groupware technologies and devices capable of sup-

porting a spectrum of work activities across different con-

texts. The complexity arises from the varied configurations,

contexts, and purposes for which groupware is expected

to provide support. The critical decision of which group-

ware to incorporate carries the risk of failure if it does

not effectively cater to the diverse needs inherent in the

organization’s multifaceted work environment.

4.8 The adoption process

The adoption process for cooperative systems is challenging

as the value and usefulness of the groupware system are

likely perceived differently by various individuals with a

high risk of failing the implementation. In both our empiri-

cal cases the groupware systems were already in use when

we arrived and thus it is difficult for us to see whether

specific groupware technologies in use had adopting chal-

lenges. However, what we did witness was that any group-

ware application cannot be considered as a single entity.

Instead, groupware technology in organizations today is

always and immediately part of a larger infrastructure, thus

the groupware adoption process is fundamentally about

how new groupware systems extend the existing infrastruc-

ture supporting the work.

4.8.1 Implementation of cross-organizational social

platform

In the intricate landscape of Org2’s organizational structure

of subsidiary companies, with cooperative activities across

different entities, the organization has incorporated the

Workplace3 software application into its extensive ecosys-

tem. Crafted by Meta, Workplace stands as an online plat-

form meticulously designed for fostering company-wide

collaboration. Encompassing a rich array of features such

as instant messaging, pages, and groups, WorkPlace posi-

tions itself as the professional sibling of Facebook. The

3 https://www.workplace.com/.

https://www.workplace.com/
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primary objective of Workplace is to facilitate the sharing

of work-related updates, critical information, IT develop-

ments, and events across diverse departments, subsidiary

companies, and various groups within the organizational

framework.

To encourage transparent communication and infor-

mation exchange, Workplace is to become a shared plat-

form accessible to different subsidiary companies at Org2.

However, the assimilation of Workplace into Org2’s existing

communication landscape encounters a challenge as the

features of the social platformoverlapwith features of exist-

ing groupware used for their work, making the employees

characterize Workplace as “yet another platform.”

Org2 heavily relies on Microsoft Teams as the primary

tool for communication, serving as the cornerstone for shar-

ing updates and information. The introduction of Work-

place is met with skepticism by employees who view it

as an additional layer of complexity. Microsoft Teams, a

frequently used groupware system for employees, already

offers a comprehensive suite of features, including shared

‘walls’ for information exchange, knowledge sharing, file

sharing, direct messaging, and more. Deciding when to use

Workplace instead (or additionally) is challenging due to the

ingraineduse of Teams,which can sometimes cause employ-

ees to forget about the new application. Introducing a

new platform demands extra effort from the organizational

members to post updates and stay informed. However, this

work is not just about doing the work but remembering and

consideringwhen it is relevant to use. Org2 faces the delicate

task of articulating Workplace’s unique value proposition

and relevance, ensuring it does not become an additional

burden for employees already adept at utilizing other

groupware systems (such as Microsoft Teams). The chal-

lenge lies not just in technological integration but in delin-

eatingWorkplace’s distinctive role to avoid redundancy and

ensure seamless integration into the organization’s collabo-

rative tapestry.

Challenge: While Workplace shares similarities with

Teams, including group connections, post sharing, and

direct messaging, the lack of a distinct value in use and

the redundancy of features make it an additional, rather

than an essential, tool. Consequently, the adoption pro-

cess of Workplace necessitates a thoughtful implementa-

tion strategy, clarifying its unique value and relevance com-

pared to the existing Teams platform. The challenge lies

in articulating Workplace’s distinctive role, ensuring that

it does not become an extra burden for employees who

are already adept users of Microsoft Teams. During the

adoption process of groupware applications and technolo-

gies, organizational members must integrate seamlessly

with the existing infrastructure supporting common work

processes. Failure to do so may result in these tools being

perceived as additional tasks and, consequently, over-

looked, or underutilized.

5 Discussion

Groupware technology is not just about designing and

deploying technology into an organization but includes all

the work of crafting socio-technical circumstances ensuring

that the technology enables rather than constrains the work

practices in which the technology is going to be situated.

We sat out to explore whether the eight challenges for

developers identified by Grudin in 1994 [1] were still perti-

nent in terms of creating and organizationally implement-

ing groupware technologies in organizations today three

decades later.We interrogated the challenges by introducing

empirical observations from ethnographic work conducted

in two organizations during 2023. By analytically consider-

ing our empirical data in terms of Grudin’s eight challenges,

we were able to identify patterns across organizations and

challenges, which allowed us to examine the empirical data

in specific ways focusing on the groupware design, use,

and adaption into the organizations. What is interesting

about these cases is that after the pandemic the use of

groupware has been ubiquitous within the organizations.

This means that the way the organizations consider the

fundamental technical infrastructure of the organization

includes access and use of groupware technologies includ-

ing, but not limited to, video-conferencing tools, shared

folders, electronic calendars, and digital messaging systems

(email, slack, etc.). Thus, when we went through the data

to identify empirical observations that allowed us to com-

prehendmore details about the design, use, and adaption of

groupware, we quickly learned how groupware technology

no longer is viewed as a potential add-on application within

an organization. Instead, groupware technology tends to

blend into the background assumptions of organizations

and thus becomes a taken-for-granted infrastructure. Thus,

the work people do to make groupware systems function

is viewed as everyday circumstances of work, and thus

requires an analytical gaze to pick apart for scrutiny. Dur-

ing this analytical scrutiny, it became clear to us that the

original challenges for groupware developerswere grouped

into different overall categories of how groupware systems

functioned.

The categories of the eight challenges are cooperative

challenges, social challenges, and organizational challenges.

Cooperative challenges (no. 4, 5) are related to how the coop-

erative engagement is conducted (in terms of articulation
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work and situated practices) and how well the groupware

technologies support these cooperative practices. Social

challenges (no. 1, 2, 3) are related to the social relations of

the work, and in particular how groupware systems enable

or constrain relationships among each other (including con-

cerns of sub-group dynamics). Organizational challenges

(no. 6, 7, 8) are related to the hierarchy and motivations

embedded into decisions on groupware technology to sup-

port organizational practices. Together these three areas of

challenges produce a set of relevant concerns that continue

to be critical for groupware developers in 2024.

5.1 Cooperative challenges

The cooperative challenges for developers of groupware

technology center the organization of work including pro-

cedures and protocols for work as well as the informal

structures of the work organization. Work procedures and

protocols are important for the design of groupware sys-

tems since these entail what people do, when andwhere [43,

56, 84]. Groupware systems embedded into organizations

create the boundaries for which activities organizational

members can do, and thus also bear the risk of constrain-

ing crucial activities of cooperative actors if these are not

considered [54]. Cooperative work is always immediately

socially organized [35], which means that the way partici-

pants interact and engage in the common field of work pro-

duces certain needs for groupware support. Different from

single-user technology, Groupware cannot be understood

outside the collective activities,making the design of generic

groupware vulnerable, since the risk of producing a system

that is completely aligned with an organizational practice

is difficult [66, 82]. Organizational practices can be slippery,

flexible, malleable, and unpredictable. The way people plan

activities is rarely completely alignedwith theway the activ-

ities actually are acted out in real-life practices [73, 74]. In

practice when people act, they simply do what is neces-

sary to accomplish the task, and often this is different from

the actual prescribed practices [65, 80]. Paraphrasing Lucy

Suchman, plans are only resources for practice, and situated

practices are what actually takes place [61–63]. This is not to

say that protocols and scripted activities are never followed

and are unimportant [59] – they clearly are important and

critical procedures following protocol (e.g., air traffic con-

trol). Instead, what CSCW researchers say is that the open-

endedness,malleability, and reconfigurability of groupware

systems are critical for success since groupware systems

require organizational members to have the opportunity to

change, revise, and realign the organizational procedures

embedded into the design [83]. Without such opportunities,

the participants would need to create workarounds (often

in parallel systems) in order to accommodate the exception

handling that often (close to always) is embedded in any

kind of cooperative task [58].

Surprisingly, we did not detect the challenge of excep-

tion handling in the ways the two organizations enacted

their groupware systems. Instead, our empirical data illus-

trated how the enacted groupware systems were open-

ended in use, and how the organizational members were

able to use the technologies across contexts and activities.

We were very surprised to experience two cases, where the

challenge of exception handling did not appear. Any litera-

ture review or summaries of empirical cases published in

CSCWwill demonstrate a wide range of exception-handling

problems [77, 81]. Reflecting analytically upon this surprise,

we discovered that the list of groupware systems that we

have explored in the empirical caseswere all fundamentally

open-ended in nature as well as re-configurable – and thus

the success of these concrete systems within the two organi-

zations is very much due to that the technologies used, have

in the very design of the groupware, including users’ ability

to revise, re-structure, and re-organize content, folders, and

structures. Further, we found examples where participants

discussed and re-negotiated the conceptual structure of the

groupware systems as part of their cooperative engagement.

This is not to say that developers of groupware technolo-

gies now have solved the issue of exception handling; there

are still multiple cases of for example workflow systems

documenting the challenges arising when systems are not

reconfigurable [74], and constraining important organiza-

tional practices, for example, in healthcare [57]. Instead, our

argument here is that designing for exception handling in

groupware systems continues to be crucially important to

enable rather than constrain organizational practices, and

our cases demonstrate how such designs can be success-

ful. Further, our empirical cases suggest that organizational

members have developed ways and practices that include

configuration and reconfiguration of groupware technol-

ogy as evidently important recurrent practices relevant to

groupware technology use.

In our two empirical cases, the organizationalmembers

expected the groupware systems to blend into the back-

ground and thus to some extent support seamless coopera-

tion in hybridwork arrangements. The seamless interaction

took the form of organizational members taking for granted

that they could work at various locations since the group-

ware systems allow them to access files and documents,

as well as people and activities. The hybrid workplace

‘fantasy’ grew out of the ‘work-from-home-emergency’ dur-

ing the pandemic, and thus organizational members knew

from experience that working from different locations is
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possible. However, as we also document in the empirical

data, the hybrid organization of work is severely more

difficult than the complete geographical distribution of all

participants. Further, our empirical cases demonstrate how

access to groupware is not about ‘one groupware system’,

but instead about a wide infrastructure of multiple par-

allel groupware applications that are interlinked across

applications and digital devices. Organizational members

move across organizational-, geographical-, application-,

and device-contexts, thus, the current challenge on acces-

sibility is not about allowing for unobtrusive accessibility

[1], instead, the current challenge arises asmental, organiza-

tional, and technical overload, which risk stressing the indi-

vidual [50]. Rather than focusing on designing groupware

systems that allow for unobtrusive accessibility, the chal-

lenge for groupware developers is to find ways to reduce

the mental load of navigating across contexts, applications,

and devices.

Challenge 4: Emergent exception handling: For

groupware flexibility to facilitate a wide range of activities

(e.g., exception handling and improvisation) requires par-

ticipants to reconfigure the groupware over time to accom-

modate emergent use reducing exception handling.

Challenge 5: Exaggerated accessibility: Groupware

supporting multiple, parallel, and different usages of appli-

cations and devices simultaneously, requires participants in

creating boundaries in technologies in practice.

5.2 Social challenges

When people cooperate, they are simultaneously engaged

in social activities and relationships. How people engage

socially includes considerations of motivational drivers and

different forms of hierarchy. How cooperative work is orga-

nized socially matters for how people cooperate, and thus

is also critical for the designers of groupware systems to

ensure that technology enables rather than constrains the

social organization of work. In our empirical cases, the

social organization of work is shaped by the hybrid work

organization [16], and this organizational structure shapes

the cooperative work, and thus also the requirement for

groupware technology in important ways. Re-thinking the

social challenges for groupware developers, a core chal-

lenge for hybrid organizations is that organizational mem-

bers are immediately and always in transition between

locations [15]. This ‘space between’ is difficult to navigate

[27] and the efforts of addressing relations work between

artefacts, locations, and people increase in complicity in

hybrid settings [47, 48]. This means that hybrid social orga-

nizations always are at risk of creating sub-groups. Sub-

groups are not necessarily problematic, however, if the

sub-groups align with the physical locations, there is a risk

of faultlines [60].

Faultlines increase the risk of disrupting social pro-

cesses, which often is related to hierarchy and motivation

within the work. However, interestingly we found that the

risk of disrupting social processes also arises when organi-

zational members circumvent the technology. If an organi-

zational member chooses to interact directly with another

member engaged in thework, they create sub-groupswithin

the team, consequently risking misalignment and faultlines

[60]. Problematic sub-groups can jeopardize the creation

of trust and commitment, which ultimately can lead to a

‘them/us’ binary [49, 51]. Organizational members work-

ing in different contexts are thus at risk of developing

problematic relationships acrossmembers. Simultaneously,

we found that for the hybrid interaction to function, it is

required that cooperative actors are ready to collaborate

[36], since without collaboration readiness the extra effort

required to bridge across contexts risks being neglected

[39]. Our empirical observations demonstrated that indi-

viduals working remotely in hybrid contexts are depen-

dent upon the extra work of collocated members in mak-

ing sure to include them remotely in the conversations.

However, this additional articulation work required does

not necessarily benefit the collocated members, especially

in situations where organizational or geopolitical concerns

make the dependencies asymmetric [37, 38, 44]. The chal-

lenges related to the disparity between work and bene-

fit [1] thus remain today in 2024, however, this adds to

existing complexities. The social organizational challenge

in hybrid workplaces introduced concerns about the extra

work required to execute and conduct hybrid meetings for

the people who are collocated in the same room. The collo-

cated sub-group must create a setup that supports both the

collaboration with the physically present individuals and

the individuals participating remotely, without this extra

work benefiting themselves directly.

The social organization of work supported by group-

ware also requires that there is a critical mass of users to

make the technology useful. Numbers of users are impor-

tant for success with groupware technology, however in our

empirical observations the challenge was not merely about

the number of users but instead included an important

extra concern. Namely, the groupware system needs to give

the ‘appropriate users’ access to the system. We observed

the importance of the relevant members engaged in the

common field of work having access to the groupware.

When organizations have complex organizational setups,

such as multiple sub-companies, multiple different consul-

tancy organizations involved, or engage in outsourcing or
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offshoring [45, 87], then the risk of people requiring access

to certain systems but not having access to these systems

increases. Access to technology and applications risks being

constrained due to security concerns or simply misunder-

standings; however, being excluded from important tech-

nologies jeopardizes both the organization, the team, and

the individual. In one of our cases, external members had

key areas of responsibility in the team, however, due to the

limited access to internal resources, they did not have access

to groupware applications and systems.

We acknowledge that our empirical cases both focused

on hybrid cooperative work, and we are aware that not

all types of organizational work are structured in a hybrid

setting. Thus, we cannot assert that the social challenges

we identified necessarily apply in the same way to organi-

zational structures outside hybrid. However, the challenges

of cost/benefit, critical mass, and disruption of social pro-

cesses exist in hybrid contexts (with some additional twists).

And we speculate that social challenges for developers of

groupware technologies still exist in various other contexts,

potentially with the ‘hybrid twists’. We did observe that the

empirical exampleswere not only linked to the hybrid setup

but to the organizational structures (complex subsidiary

structures etc.). The use of groupware and the related chal-

lenges, therefore, arise not only from the location of the

organizationalmembers but also from the individual’s orga-

nizational association. For example, a flexible seating pol-

icy produces the constraints of organizational members to

always think about and put together the technological setup

each time they enter the office space, which is not the case

if organizational members always are seated in the same

place.Weobserved that organizationalmembers sometimes

refer to the groupware technology when collaborating with

other organizational members even when being physically

present at the office, due to the efficiency of accessing

the digital application independent of where cooperative

members are located on the current day. This is a com-

plex and interesting challenge for developers of group-

ware – also taking into account the hardware and devices

available.

Challenge 1: Disparity in work and benefit: Group-

ware always depends on additional work from individuals

and/or sub-groups to support the cooperative work, which

is not necessarily perceived as beneficial by the individual

doing the work.

Challenge 2: Critical mass and Prisoner’s dilemma

problems: Groupware must be accessible for and in some

sense used by all individuals relevant to or being part of the

common field of work.

Challenge 3: Disruptions of social processes: Sub-

group dynamics risk violating negotiated social processes,

if participants circumvent the groupware technology and

instead interact directly with specific actors while neglect-

ing others.

5.3 Organizational challenges

The final set of challenges for groupware developers is

the organizational structures for which the groupware

application is situated. These challenges concern decision-

makers’ choices and processes of investing in groupware,

implementing groupware systems into the organization,

and finally being able to assess and evaluate whether

these groupware systems are supporting the organization

in important ways. Groupware technology is known to be

considerably more difficult to implement in an organiza-

tion because it requires convincingmultiple stakeholders at

multiple levels in the organization [1, 85].

Our empirical data observations focused on work prac-

tices and the use of groupware, and we did not follow deci-

sion makers’ process of selecting and implementing group-

ware technologies. However, our interviews and conversa-

tions with managers, as well as empirical study of orga-

nizational members did provide insights into the consid-

erations for which technologies the organization chooses

to invest in, and how the cooperative workers engaged in

activities of adopting groupware into their work practices.

Implementing groupware will always create reduced pro-

ductivity for a while, and if successful hopefully reach a

higher productivity after a while of use [93]. When new

technologies are implemented, it takes time for the organi-

zation to fully comprehend and learn how the technology

can assist organizational members in supporting their work

[94], and often success with new technology relies upon

the concrete moment where the technology presents itself

as a new relevant opportunity [91]. In our empirical cases,

the ‘windows of opportunity’ which was present before

our entrance into the field was the pandemic, where orga-

nizational members and organizational decision-makers

were presented with the constrain of going to the office

thus the opportunities of groupware entering the organiza-

tions presented a way to solve this challenge. Investing in

technologies allowing employees towork remotelywas thus

implemented and adapted into the organizational struc-

tures since 2020 – andnow several years later have emerged

as everyday technologies within the organization. The tech-

nology has been adopted into the work practices. However,

as the pandemic ended, and organizational members could

return to the office, it became clear that managers’ vision

of groupware technology and work practices did not align
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with how the organizational members acted. Managers

continue to struggle to get employees back into the office

and thus confirm previous empirical observations [6, 10,

18]. Our empirical data demonstrated the risk of managers

selecting groupware technology that potentially can support

their vision about work, while the organizational workers

choose to adopt the groupware technology to support the

way they want to work (in this case independently of being

at the office). Interestingly, the concrete groupware system

implemented in both cases allowed for both managers’ and

employees’ different visions, since the open-ended design

could accommodate diverse ways of working. Thus, the

groupware system did not constrain the different percep-

tions of use, and the conflicting agenda was visible in order

ways than the lack of use which prior work suggests [46].

Thus, managers’ failure of intuition is not so much related

to the actual purchase groupware system, but rather to their

ability to imagine use.

Increased challenges of predicting the use of group-

ware technology in situated organizational practice are

introduced with hybrid work since work in this setting

is conducted in dynamic contexts where the location of

the individual members changes on different days, weeks,

and times. The dynamic reconfiguration of the work setup

across days challenges both the technical infrastructure and

the asymmetries arising due to connecting distributed sub-

groups [88]. Predicting the organizational use of groupware

technology in hybrid organizational work is thus very diffi-

cult (maybe even impossible), and only after an appropriate

time after the implementation would it be possible to evalu-

ate whether the technology features are appropriate for the

situated practices [63]. Our empirical data hint that the use

of groupware in the hybrid setting caused organizational

members to not take advantage of the physical spaceswithin

the office during work (invested in during a larger renova-

tion of the office building) nor take advantage of the tech-

nological artefacts (large screens and video-equipment etc.)

invested in to support collocation in hybrid events, since

the effort of connecting the infrastructure of the groupware

system to the larger infrastructure of buildings and devices

were not viewed as beneficial in comparison with the extra

effort of articulation work [43] and relation work [47, 48].

It is an organizational challenge for decision-makers to

provide a portfolio of groupware technologies and infras-

tructures available for organizational workers that support

cooperative work conducted in various and dynamic con-

texts, from different locations, and that which the organi-

zational workers simultaneously adopt in the ways that are

successful for the cooperative work.

Challenge 6: Difficulty of evaluation: Groupware

is difficult to evaluate outside real-life use practices,

compounded by flexible work conditions creating insur-

mountable obstacles for meaningful, generalizable analysis

of evaluation of groupware use.

Challenge 7: Failure of intuition:Manager’s intuition,

for selecting the specific portfolio of groupware applications

to be implemented in an organization, risks failing, if man-

agers are not aware nor in alignmentwith employees’ needs

for groupware support in relation to different cooperative

organizational setups (collocated, hybrid, distributed).

Challenge 8: The adoption process: Groupware

requires careful implementation to meaningfully extend

the existing infrastructure supporting the common field of

work.

6 Conclusions

We revisited Grudin’s Eight Challenges for Groupware

Developers, published three decades ago, to explore chal-

lenges for developing cooperative work technologies across

the past, present, and future. Applying the challenges from

1994 to empirical examples of cooperative work in 2023, we

reframed these challenges to reflect contemporary issues

in designing groupware technologies supporting work in

the future. Analyzing empirical data from two organiza-

tions practicing hybrid office work, we identify how group-

ware enables and constrains cooperative work in order to

investigate associated challenges. Examining cooperative

teams, the utilization of groupwarewithin teams and across

organizations, and the various ways in which groupware

technologies are employed, we analyze the challenges that

arise. Today, groupware is seamlessly integrated into an

organization, becoming an essential part of dailywork prac-

tices. Grounded in the challenges from 1994, we refined

the original phrasings to reflect current work practices

(Table 3).

We categorized the challenges into cooperative chal-

lenges, reflecting exceptionhandling andaccessibility (no. 4,

5), social challenges encompassing disparity in cost/benefit,

critical mass, and social processes (no. 1, 2, 3), and orga-

nizational challenges including evaluation, intuition, and

adoption (no. 6, 7, 8). We find that the social and orga-

nizational challenges face additional complexities related

to factors such as sub-groups’ locations and organizational

association, malleable group configurations, and dynamic

contexts, yet themain arguments concerning the challenges

from 1994 remain consistent. Differently, our empirical

data revealed insights into the cooperative challenges being

revised in light of the open-ended design of contemporary
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Table 3: Eight challenges for developers of groupware technology in 2024.

1 Disparity in work and benefit. Groupware always depends on additional work from individuals and/or sub-groups to support the

cooperative work, which is not necessarily perceived as beneficial by the individual doing the work

2 Critical mass and Prisoner’s dilemma problems. Groupware must be accessible for and in some sense used by all individuals relevant to

or being part of the common field of work

3 Disruption of social processes. Sub-group dynamics risk violating negotiated social processes, if participants circumvent the groupware

technology and instead interact directly with specific actors while neglecting others

4 Emergent exception handling. For groupware flexibility to facilitate a wide range of activities (e.g., exception handling and improvisation)

requires participants to reconfigure the groupware over time to accommodate emergent use reducing exception handling

5 Exaggerated accessibility. Groupware supporting multiple, parallel, and different usages of applications and devices simultaneously,

requires participants in creating boundaries in technologies in practice

6 Difficulty of evaluation. Groupware is difficult to evaluate outside real-life use practices, compounded by flexible work conditions creating

insurmountable obstacles for meaningful, generalizable analysis of evaluation of groupware use

7 Failure of intuition.Manager’s intuition, for selecting the specific portfolio of groupware applications to be implemented in an

organization, risks failing, if managers are not aware nor in alignment with employees’ needs for groupware support in relation to different

cooperative organizational setups (collocated, hybrid, distributed)

8 The adoption process. Groupware requires careful implementation to meaningfully extend the existing infrastructure supporting the

common field of work

groupware, as well as the immediate accessibility and inter-

connectedness in the portfolio of groupware applications.

In the future, developers of groupware technologies are

hereof challenged by the ways in which social relations are

enabled or constrained by the technology, the motivations

for embedding groupware into the organization, and how

cooperative engagements with groupware require contin-

uous reconfiguration and rebounding of technologies in

practice.
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